LIFE IN REFUGE

A Visual Display of the Toll of Syrian Conflict on Refugee Women & Girls

MARCH
27 & 28
10 AM - 6 PM

FREEDOM PLAZA
1455 PENNSYLVANIA AVE NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20004

FEATURED EXHIBITS

MOTHERS AND DAUGHTERS OF SYRIA
Eight sketches by artist Anna Cairns will accompany stories of Syrian women and girls exhibiting incredible resilience in the face of adversity.

DEAR WORLD SYRIA
American photographers Robert Fogarty and Ben Reece gave Syrian refugees in Jordan a voice through powerful images of messages they displayed on their bodies for the world and global leaders to see. These portraits will be featured, and event participants can have their own “Dear World” portrait taken in solidarity that they stand #WithSyria.

QUESTIONS?
CONTACT JAIME SHABALINA
(202) 609-6367 | jshabalina@care.org

For more information, visit CARE.org/work/advocacy/life-in-refuge

JOIN US AND STAND #WITHSYRIA
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